BOOKS ABOUT: FEELINGS

- When Sophie's Feelings Are Really, Really Hurt by Molly Bang
- I Am a Tornado by Drew Beckmayer
- The Unbudgeable Curdmudgeon by Matthew Burgess
- Can I Play Too? by Samantha Cotterill
- Soaked! by Abi Cushman
- Prickly Jenny by Sibylle Delacroix
- When Sadness Is At Your Door by Eva Eland
- A Place Inside of Me by Zetta Elliott
- Stop and Smell the Cookies by Gibson Frazier
- Olive and the Bad Mood by Tor Freeman
- The Happiness of a Dog With a Ball in its Mouth by Bruce Handy
- When Lions Roar by Robie Harris
- The Great Big Book of Feelings by Mary Hoffman
- Happy by Mies Hout
- The Heart and the Bottle by Oliver Jeffers
- The Things in Your Head: The Adventures of Bulu by Kimberly Johnson
BOOKS ABOUT: FEELINGS

- Out of a Jar by Deborah Marcero
- I Feel! A Book of Emotions by Juana Medina
- Big Feelings by Alexandra Penfold
- Ruby Finds a Worry by Tom Percival
- Lots of Feelings by Shelley Rotner
- I Remember My Breath: Mindful Breathing for All My Feelings by Lynn Rummel
- A Little Book about Feelings by Abbie Schiller
- Walter Was Worried by Laura Vaccaro Seeger
- My Many Colored Days by Dr. Seuss
- Sometimes I Grumblesquinch by Rachel Vail
- Feelings by Libby Walden
- If You Believe in Me by Rosemary Wells
- Susan Laughs by Jeanne Willis

Easy Readers
- This Makes Me Silly by Courtney Carbone
- This Makes Me Angry by Courtney Carbone
- The Frustrating Book by Mo Willems
- My Friend is Sad by Mo Willems